Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10008.13 "Choices" Episode 1

Cast of Characters:
CO: Captain David Harison
XO: Cmdr. Bernie Wall
CSO/SO_Hakkinen: Lt. Jg.  Alexandra Gomes
CTO: Lt. Joseph Timrok 
TO: Ensign Peter Pazoski
OPS: Lt. Jg. Salvatore Corillo
FCO: Lt. Jg. Talac Zal 
CNS: Ensign Kezia Drift
CEO: Lt. Jg. Hunter Atrides 
MO Ensign Moria O’Questra: Linda  
CIV/Voice: Ensign Maor
U.S.S. Leviathan, U.S.S. Soyana, Lt. Onion: Michael Jones

Host AGM_Selan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

TO_Peter says:
::in the armory handing out the last weapons to security staff::

Ops_Corillo says:
::on the bridge at the Ops console::

CIV_Maor says:
::in TL waiting for the doors to close::

CNS_Drift says:
::CNS leaves her Quarters and heads for the bridge::

MO_O`Questra says:
::gets sickbay ready for the injured from the starbase::

Ops_Corillo says:
::runs level 4 diagnostics on Ops systems::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Is in Main Engineering, maintaining power and watching the warp core. A phaser is at his hip and a Type III A Phaser Rifle is next to him.::

Ops_Corillo says:
::begins scanning for Arkonnian and Borg vessels::

CTO_Timrok says:
::at TAC monitoring sensor readouts::

XO_Wall says:
::exits the Observation Lounge to the bridge, carrying a PADD in his hand::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::checking longs range nav sensors.::

CIV_Maor says:
TL: bridge ::checking his assignment on his padd again::

Host CO_David says:
::sitting in his chair:: FCO: ETA?

Ops_Corillo says:
::programs sensors to alert him if ships are detected.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  ETA is 6 minutes sir

TO_Peter says:
::taps com badge:: *CTO* Sir, all security is in place, I have posted 4 teams in engineering and the rest on every deck

MO_O`Questra says:
::paces the room.. calls the med. staff to prepare the cargo-bay for casualty overflow::

XO_Wall says:
::takes a seat in his chair on the bridge::

Ops_Corillo says:
::begins working on an encryption program for the main computer system::

CIV_Maor says:
::notices the doors open and begins to step away from the TL::

CTO_Timrok says:
*TO* acknowledged Pazoski

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Hail the Leviathan

CEO-Atrides says:
::allows the security team in Engineering to patrol while he and the other engineers perform Diagnostics on the systems.::

CSO_Gomes says:
::on the bridge at science one reviewing the data sent by the Leviathan::

MO_O`Questra says:
*Bridge*: sickbay and cargo bays 2 and 3 are ready for casualties sir

CNS_Drift says:
::walks out of the TL on to the bridge, looks at who is there::

CTO_Timrok says:
::opens comm channel::

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: channel opened sir

TO_Peter says:
::moves over to a console:: Computer: locate CNS drift

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  I'm picking up the USS Leviathan and the Science Station on long range sensors.  No other Vessels in the sector.

Host CO_David says:
COM: Leviathan: U.S.S. Leviathan this is the U.S.S. Elara, our ETA is 6 minutes.

CIV_Maor says:
::walks to tac, looking around the bridge in the progress::

CSO_Gomes says:
::keeps the sensors on a 20 light year radius as the captain requested::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> TO: Counselor Drift is on the bridge.

TO_Peter says:
::mumbles and heads to the TL::

Ops_Corillo says:
::runs a test simulation of encryption routine::

CIV_Maor says:
CTO: I was assigned to TEC, do you require some thing?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<U.S.S. Leviathan> @ COM: U.S.S. Elara: Acknowledged. We await your arrival.

XO_Wall says:
::gets up a stands behind the ops position::

CSO_Gomes says:
::finishes reviewing the data and runs a last check on all ships sensors::

CNS_Drift says:
::stands at the back of the bridge looking out of the View screen::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Sets up the commands that will allow him to jettison the warp core if the Captain orders him too. Typing in a password, it is up and ready. Brushing back some hair, he sets to work on reprogramming his weapon::

XO_Wall says:
OPS: how you doing Mr. Corillo?

Ops_Corillo says:
::turns to the XO:: XO: Sir?

Ops_Corillo says:
XO: Fine sir. There are currently no Arkonnian or Borg vessels on sensors. I am testing the encryption algorithm now sir.

Host CO_David says:
::stands up and goes to the front of the bridge::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Sighs and rummages through a tool kit, takes out a photon grenade, and loads it into his new re-vamped weapon.::

Ops_Corillo says:
::turns back to his console::

TO_Peter says:
::takes out a PADD and makes some notes on security team placements:: *CNS* I need to talk to you ASAP

XO_Wall says:
::nods::

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: keep an eye on long range sensors, look out for any abnormalities

MO_O`Questra says:
::paces around sickbay.. arming the staff and prepping them for a possible combat situation:: 

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  We have entered the sector.

CNS_Drift says:
*TO*: I'm on my way, what is your location?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Drops the Elara out of warp and engages the impulse engines.::

CSO_Gomes says:
::starts running through short range scans of the system::

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Bring us alongside the Station.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Visual range?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.

MO_O`Questra says:
::sends medical team 2 and 5 to the cargo bays to begin operations for possible battle:: self: If nothing happens.. they need the practice ::sighs::

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Yes sir. On screen. ::Activates viewscreen::

TO_Peter says:
*CNS* I’m on deck 6, just getting to the TL

CIV_Maor says:
CTO: Aye sir ::turns his view at the console and begins studying it for the first time::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Brings the Elara 1000 meters off the station.::

XO_Wall says:
::goes back and sits down at his seat::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Elara drops out of warp in the Science Station's system... on the viewscreen, the science station looms before them, the Akira Class vessel U.S.S. Leviathan  by it's side... in the background, the glow of the Badlands can be seen nearly 5 light years away... little flashes of light being seen.

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Are your teams ready?

CEO-Atrides says:
::Takes out a electronic tool kit and sets to work moving the energy patterns of the grenade into the weapon, creating a Rifle that can cause a mass explosion if set on the right frequency.::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the screen. More or less what she expected:: CO: yes sir, ready and awaiting orders

CNS_Drift says:
*TO* where are you heading and I will meet you

Ops_Corillo says:
::encryption test ends. Makes additional adjustments to algorithm::

MO_O`Questra says:
::pulls up the forward bridge display on the main sickbay wall and watches.. some of the staff pauses to look at the screen before returning to duty::

TO_Peter says:
*CNS* actually I was heading for your office

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: how familiar are you with the TAC systems?

XO_Wall says:
CO: have you seen any of the data in the library from the Intrepid Class ship Voyager that was provided by Starfleet?

CNS_Drift says:
*TO* I'm on my way there now

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Begin transport to the Science Station.  Take a security team with you.

CIV_Maor says:
CTO: I've handled TAC before my SF days.. for about 5 years sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
::checks the sensors for any abnormalities:: CO: Aye sir

TO_Peter says:
*CNS* acknowledged :: heads for the CNS office::

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: very good

Host CO_David says:
XO: Some, not much.

CNS_Drift says:
::takes one last look at the Leviathan and leaves the bridge::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Sets a chrome scope to the weapon and then wipes it with a rag. Then takes his phaser and another grenade and does the same thing, making some Pulse Explosion Weapons.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Powers down the impulse engines and places them on standby.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  All stop sir.

Ops_Corillo says:
::sets up a single key activation for the encryption routine::

XO_Wall says:
CO: well there is a lot of Borg data and technology we could use to adjust shields, deflectors and power levels to provided by a former Borg that is on that Ship

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::goes back to monitoring the long range nav scanners.::

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Very good.

CIV_Maor says:
::brings up a few lists and begins manipulating them for his need::

XO_Wall says:
CO: in case we encounter the Borg

CSO_Gomes says:
::presses a button on the console:: *SO_Hakkinen* :Have team alpha meet us in TR1

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Sir, the main computer can be automatically encrypted by your voice command or by the keypad at your command chair.

Host CO_David says:
XO: Begin the modifications.  Get down to ME and assist the CEO.

MO_O`Questra says:
*CNS*: sir.. are you busy at the moment?

CSO_Gomes says:
::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: Lt., I'll need a security team as well. I would like to take TO_Peter and the Civ as well

XO_Wall says:
CO: aye ::gets up a enters the TL::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Nice work.

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Thank you sir.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Open a channel to the Leviathan.

CNS_Drift says:
*MO* I am my way to meet someone, can I help with anything?

TO_Peter says:
::reaches the CNS office, and waits::

CTO_Timrok says:
*TO* Pazoski: meet the CSO in the transporter room, take a security team with you... Maor will accompany you also

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye sir. ::activates the comm::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Sets his own code to get his console to work and also to get to the Warp Core. Then he takes out a group of grenade-like devices that can cause minor EMP explosions.::

CSO_Gomes says:
<SO_Hakkinen> *CSO* Yes ma'am, we will be ready when you arrive

MO_O`Questra says:
*CNS*: well you are part of the medical staff on the ship.. ::sighs:: please see me when you have some free time

XO_Wall says:
TL: main engineering ::TL signals and starts its decent::

Ops_Corillo says:
COM: Leviathan : USS Elara to Leviathan.

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the CTO:: Civ: Mr. Maor, your with me ::heads for the TL::

CIV_Maor says:
::hears the word 'Borg' behind his word and grins::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<U.S.S. Leviathan> @ COM: U.S.S. Elara: This is the Leviathan, we read you.

CIV_Maor says:
::hears his name on the CTO comm. badge::

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: I have the Leviathan sir.

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: try to make it past the transporters this time ::cheeky grin::

Ops_Corillo says:
COM: Leviathan : Please standby for Capt Harison.

TO_Peter says:
*CTO* yes sir...::mumbles a curse, spots the nearest security team, signals them and heads for the TR::

CIV_Maor says:
::Stand up and walks after the CSO::CSO: aye sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
::smiles to the CTO:: CTO: I'll try

CTO_Timrok says:
CIV: please accompany the away team

Host CO_David says:
COMM: Lev: Captain, a team of science crew and tactical officers are beaming to the station.  We'd appreciate any assistance you can give them in their investigation

XO_Wall says:
::TL stop, exits toward main engineering and enters::

CIV_Maor says:
CTO: As you wish, sir.

TO_Peter says:
*CNS* I’m afraid were gonna have to rearrange this meeting to another time

CSO_Gomes says:
::the TL reaches TR1. walks to the padd to see everyone there except the TO...::

CNS_Drift says:
*TO* No problem

CEO-Atrides says:
::looks up from his works.:: XO: Commander, what brings you down here?

XO_Wall says:
::looks for the CEO::

MO_O`Questra says:
::checks with the medical teams and finishes getting sickbay ready.. goes to the CMO's office and files the report in the computer::

CNS_Drift says:
*MO* I am on my way to you

CNS_Drift says:
::Heads for sickbay::

CSO_Gomes says:
*TO* Are you planning on joining us today?

MO_O`Questra says:
*CNS*: very good sir..

TO_Peter says:
::hurries into the TR with the security team:: all: sorry Im late... ::gets onto the pad::

CEO-Atrides says:
::is in the center of a ring of consoles, with some revamped guns around him and the consoles blinking with activity::

CIV_Maor says:
::enters the TR1::CSO: should I bring and unique items?

CSO_Gomes says:
*CO* The team is ready for beaming to the science station

XO_Wall says:
CEO: ::walks up to the CEO:: CEO: here on this PADD is data on Borg technology and adjustments for shields, deflectors and power levels from a former Borg on a lost ship the USS Voyager

Host CO_David says:
CSO: Understood.  Good Luck Lieutenant.

MO_O`Questra says:
:;gets an extra phaser out of the storage cabinet and prepares a med. kit::

XO_Wall says:
CEO: are you familiar with it?

Ops_Corillo says:
::begins primary scan for transport::

CEO-Atrides says:
::takes the PADD and begins to load it into his console:: XO: A little sir. I studied the records in Star Fleet Academy, but never this much.

CNS_Drift says:
::goes into the Sickbay:: MO: how can I help

CSO_Gomes says:
*CO* Thank you sir   Civ: yes, pleas do

Ops_Corillo says:
*CSO* Ready for transport?

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks up:: CNS: hello Counselor.. please have a seat.. i wanted to see you for a few different reasons

CSO_Gomes says:
*OPS* Yes Mr. Corillo we are.

CSO_Gomes says:
*OPS* Energize

CIV_Maor says:
CSO: sir?

Ops_Corillo says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged. ::beams AT to station::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CSO, CIV, TO, the science team and the security team beam over to the science station.

Host CO_David says:
::walks back to the TAC console:: CTO: See if you can use data from the U.S.S. Voyager to modify our weapons systems to be more effective against Borg.

XO_Wall says:
CEO: I can stay and help you with the adjustments, we can emulate some of the functionality through our systems and make the appropriate adjustments

Ops_Corillo says:
::maintains sensor lock on AT for emergency beamout::

Host AGM_Selan says:
VISUAL: The Science Station is dark... there are many overturned things... scorches on the wall. No bodies as of yet.

Ops_Corillo says:
::sets up AT tricorder to main computer linkup::

CNS_Drift says:
MO: all right ::Takes a seat::

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at the CO a little surprised:: yes sir, I’ll see what i can do

TO_Peter says:
#::materializes and motions to the tac team to spread out:: CSO: so, where to ma'am?

CSO_Gomes says:
#::appears at the science station:: Science team: Search everything, including the computers databanks, don't leave a console unturned

XO_Wall says:
CEO: the specs are included on the PADD too

CEO-Atrides says:
XO: Yes sir. ::sets down another Impulse Explosion Rifle, totaling six rifles and four phasers. He then brings up several windows and points to one.:: XO: Sir, can you take that console. I'm a little short handed today.

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Sir, shall I close the comm to the Leviathan?

Host Lt_Onion says:
# ::Comes around a corner, sees the new arrivals:: Ah, you must be from the Elara.

MO_O`Questra says:
CNS: what is your back ground? is it in science or medicine? ::picks up a padd and brings up a file::

CSO_Gomes says:
#TO/Civ/Sec team: Keep your eyes opened

XO_Wall says:
CEO: ::nods, and walks to station::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: Aye sir..

CEO-Atrides says:
XO: Sir, are you familiar with Engineering?

Host Lt_Onion says:
# ALL: Who's in charge here?

CSO_Gomes says:
#Onion: Yes we are. I am LtJG Alexandra Gomes, the CSO and you are?

CNS_Drift says:
::Smiles:: MO: Medicine

CSO_Gomes says:
#Onion: I am

Host Lt_Onion says:
# CSO: I am Lieutenant Onion of the U.S.S. Leviathan. I'm here with my team... come with me, please.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::narrows the nav sensors while scanning the badlands.::

CIV_Maor says:
#::stares at the TO:: TO: Where now?

CSO_Gomes says:
#::follows him and motions everyone else to do the same::

Host CO_David says:
::sighs:: CTO: I'll be in my ready room, you have the bridge.

MO_O`Questra says:
::grins:: CNS: good.. I have an updated medical kit for your office.. I also wanted to make sure you had the heads up on a few concerns as far as my recent patients go.. ::hands her the padd::

Ops_Corillo says:
::checks long range sensors for Arkonnian and Borg vessels::

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: aye sir

CSO_Gomes says:
#Onion: Did you find anything else other than the data you sent us?

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Sir, shall I close the comm to the Leviathan?

CNS_Drift says:
MO:  I feel would be more comfortable with a phaser due to our current situation, though I hate to carry those things

XO_Wall says:
CEO: I have some knowledge, but the layout on Elara is very different, however I can get by to program these adjustments

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks through the Voyager data & begins wishing he had some nanobots handy::

Host Lt_Onion says:
# ::Enters into a room where seven Security officers are spread out, two medical officers are bent over about twelve bodies... obviously killed by disruptor fire::

MO_O`Questra says:
::points to the kit:: there one in there .. with an extra power cell

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  I'm picking up the USS Soyana.  Its entering the badlands now sir.

CNS_Drift says:
::Smiles, takes the PADD and looks at it::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Yes.

Ops_Corillo says:
::shrugs and places the Elara to Leviathan comm link on standby::

CEO-Atrides says:
XO: Ok, specs should be loaded into that console. I'm reviewing them now. ::begins to scan the information given to him from the PADD::

CNS_Drift says:
MO: Thank you

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye.

CSO_Gomes says:
#::enters the room as well, expects the rest of the AT to be right behind her

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Keep a constant monitor on them.

Ops_Corillo says:
COM: Lev: USS Elara closing comm. Out.

MO_O`Questra says:
CNS: you can see I listed the operations officer due to the recent death of him wife, the Captain, due to.. well personal reason.. and the tactical officer..

CSO_Gomes says:
#Onion: they seem to have had terrible deaths...

XO_Wall says:
::sees info come up on his station::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Open a channel to the Soyana, in my ready room.

Host CO_David says:
::exits the bridge to his RR::

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::keeps a constant scan on the Soyana.::

Host Lt_Onion says:
# ::Stands there, and gestures to the dead bodies:: CSO: We've observed that they were rounded up in here, and slaughtered by Type III disruptor fire, and type II phaser fire. Not exactly a fun way to go.

CNS_Drift says:
MO: yes I was concerned for both of them myself

Ops_Corillo says:
::opens a channel to Soyana and pass to the CO RR::

XO_Wall says:
::starts keying in the program, quickly running his fingers on the button on the station::

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Comm channel open sir.

CEO-Atrides says:
::finishing reading it, he turns to the XO:: XO: Sir, shall I start on shields while you work on the weapons ?

MO_O`Questra says:
CSN: and.. would you be interested in helping with next week's medical team emergency drills?

TO__Peter says:
#::walks over the bodies, heading for an active console::

CIV_Maor says:
#::walks after the CSO still scanning for Borg related items::

Host CO_David says:
COMM: Soyana: Soyana, this is Captain Harison of the Elara, what's your status?

CSO_Gomes says:
#Onion: Don't you find that strange. If it was the Borg who attacked wouldn't they have assimilated these man?

CNS_Drift says:
MO: That would probably be a good idea

XO_Wall says:
CEO: yes proceed ::he begins on the weapons programs::

Host Lt_Onion says:
<U.S.S. Soyana> $ COM: U.S.S. Elara: ZTTT... entering Bad-- ZTTT -- plasma -- ZTTT -- Borg signatures --- ZTTT --- unable to maintain --- ZTTT... ::Static begins, and doesn't end...::

MO_O`Questra says:
CNS: when was the last time you stretched you medical legs.. so to speak? ::grins::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: It's true.. I never seen the Borg stop an assimilation attempt..

CEO-Atrides says:
::nods and begins to type in commands and brings up the power and specifications of the shields. He begins to type in codes that will start the process.::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: with such ease...

Host Lt_Onion says:
# CSO: We never said the Borg killed them. Just that they were killed. And that there's a Borg sphere running around somewhere.

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: plus.. it's been a while since I had another telepath around down here.. it would be nice to have the company ~~~

Host CO_David says:
::frowns:: *FCO* What’s the status of the Soyana on sensors?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Noticing its harder to scan the Soyana.  Increasing the power to the scans.::

Host CO_David says:
::closes the COMM channel::

TO_Peter says:
#::heads over to an active console and starts to access the tactical logs::

CIV_Maor says:
# Onion: then what you are saying is that it could have been any one?

XO_Wall says:
::computer acknowledges each stage of the program and slowly replaces the current weapons programs::

CNS_Drift says:
::wanders over to the Med. Kit, looks at the contents, then turns back to the MO, chuckles:: ~~~MO: it has been almost 6 months now ~~~

Ops_Corillo says:
::notices the CO closed the comm channel::

CSO_Gomes says:
#Onion: Do you have any clue on who attacked them then?

Host Lt_Onion says:
# CIV: Possibly.

Host Lt_Onion says:
# CSO: Nothing currently.

Ops_Corillo says:
::modifies the encryption program to be activated by the CO's console in his RR as well::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Yes it is good to have another telepath around ~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
*CO*:  It's getting harder to scan the Soyana.  They have entered the badlands and the plasma fields are preventing scans sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV: Take a tricorder and try to find the weapon signatures on the bodies. Try to match them with any known weapons and find which factions use them

Host Lt_Onion says:
# ALL: It could have been pirates... there's been a lot of pirate activity since the war... possibly the Maquis as well.

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: well please feel free to come down.. I am a bit short handed right now ~~~ 

Ops_Corillo says:
::applies a new algorithm and tests it::

TO_Peter says:
#::takes out a PADD and downloads the logs into it::

CEO-Atrides says:
::the computer begins to read the commands and begins to reprogram the shields.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::nods to Onion:: Onion: That what we are here to find out

Ops_Corillo says:
::looks at the test results and smiles to himself content with the results::

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Move us to a position midway between the Station and the Soyana.

XO_Wall says:
::programs is keyed in after several minutes, and computer acknowledges programs and activates them to the bridge Tactical station::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Thank you I will, though I will be a bit rusty until I get back into the swing of things again ~~~

XO_Wall says:
CEO: weapons systems done

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
*CO*:  Aye Sir.  ::Engages the impulse engines at 1/4 impulse.::

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Sir, the encryption routine will take approximately 3 seconds to fully encrypt the main computer system.

CTO_Timrok says:
:: begins checking the Tactical systems from his console::

Host CO_David says:
::opens a channel to the CSO:: COMM: CSO: Lieutenant, I'm taking the Elara away from the Station.  We will still be in comm range if you need us.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Moves the Elara between the Science Station and the Badlands.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::walks over to the TO:: TO: Since you have taken the liberty, please assist the science team in finding anything unusual in the computer::

TO_Peter says:
#::starts to review the logs for the day that the SF lost contact with station::

MO_O`Questra says:
::grins and picks up and extra phaser and belt loop:: CNS: I completely understand.. things have been.. a bit odd of late on this ship ::hands the CNS the phaser and belt:: Some thing that goes well with the uniform I believe

CEO-Atrides says:
::nods as the shields also complete.:: XO: As well as shields sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
COMM:USS Elara: Understood sir

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  If I move the Elara midway between the Station and the Badlands we will be approximately 2.5 light-years from the station.

TO_Peter says:
#CSO: yes ma'am ::presses a few buttons and then goes back to reviewing the computer structure, looking for abnormalities::

Ops_Corillo says:
*CEO*: We are moving further from the station. I will require additional power for the transporters in case of an emergency beam out.

CSO_Gomes says:
#Onion: Will the Leviathan remain in transporter rage?

CNS_Drift says:
::Smiles taking the phaser and belt, putting it on:: MO: Thank you

XO_Wall says:
CEO: the deflectors are left along with the minor power adjustments to the warp core

Host CO_David says:
*FCO* I know, set course warp 4 and engage.

Host Lt_Onion says:
# CSO: Yes, she will.

CIV_Maor says:
#::checks the signature of the guns:: CSO: from what i see.. the type II disrupters were made by a standard federation phaser.. the type 3 disrupter could haven been from various races..

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::Powers down the impulse engines and sets the warp drive for warp 4.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::nods to Onion::

MO_O`Questra says:
::places a phaser on her belt and unzips her jacket a little.. rolls up her sleeves:: CNS: that all I wanted.. mind the company to the bridge? the staff has everything under control here

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Engages the warp drive.::

Host CO_David says:
::enters the Bridge::

CEO-Atrides says:
XO: Aye sir. Anything else that needs reprogramming?

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: but it's odd.. I don’t remember the Borg using a type iii disrupter..

Host Lt_Onion says:
# CIV: The Borg don't use disruptors at all.

TO_Peter says:
#Maor: Cardassians use type III disrupters, they are always interested in new technology

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The Elara jumps into warp... heading for the midway point.

CSO_Gomes says:
#::hears the CIV and sighs:: CIV: They almost certainly didn't do this, perhaps the Borg sphere being here was a coincidence...

XO_Wall says:
CEO: no that’s it, I'll reprogram the deflectors, you make the adjustment to the warp core output

CNS_Drift says:
MO: I would like the company ::Smiles Heads out of sickbay with the MO::

CIV_Maor says:
# Onion: Not true, we have recording of the Borg using disruptors-like guns..

Host Lt_Onion says:
# ::Shakes his head:: TO: I don't remember Cardassians ever using Type III Disruptors... might have been Klingons, Romulans, or Breen however.

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: Assist the TO, try to find anything in the computers databanks that may indicate who did this

CIV_Maor says:
# CSO: with the Borg? I don't believe so..

CEO-Atrides says:
XO: Aye sir. ::closing down the shield window, he brings up the warp core window. He begins to download the information into the computer.::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: aye sir.

CIV_Maor says:
#::walks to the TO:: TO: what did you find so far?

XO_Wall says:
*CO*: Borg adjustments halfway completed on our systems, another 5 minutes and they will be completed

MO_O`Questra says:
:enters the TL:: ~~~CNS: I'm very concerned about Sal. He's suppressing something.. feels.. dark ~~~

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: If not a coincidence then what? Who would dare to make a deal with the Borg?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Dis-engages the warp drive and brings the Elara to a stop at the midway point.::  CO:  Sir we have arrived at the midway point between the Badlands and the Science Station.

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The Elara drops out of warp.

TO_Peter says:
#CIV: nothing...it all is just standard logs

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Scan for the Soyana.

CIV_Maor says:
# CSO: do you want a list? ::remember the days of the Borg war::

Host CO_David says:
*XO* Good work Commander.

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye sir. ::begins scanning for the Soyana::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: Yes Very Dark, but I am concerned for him and the TO~~~

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: then why is 5minutes of the log are erased?

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Sir, the Soyana is just now exiting the Badlands. She seems to be limping along.

MO_O`Questra says:
TL: bridge  ~~~CNS: I haven't been around Peter much.. just Sal.. I think he might feel the need for blood, revenge perhaps ~~~

XO_Wall says:
::brings up deflector control and begins to reprogram and adjust power levels and sequences::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Hail them.

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Shall I contact her sir?

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye. ::smiles::

TO_Peter says:
#CIV: they are ::looks:: how did I miss that? ::runs computer reclamation program on the missing log sections::

Ops_Corillo says:
COM: Soyana: USS Elara to USS Soyana.

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: I thought revenge was his main driving force at the minute, but he has had a lot of trouble recently ~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Brings the impulse engines and the warp drive back up to full standby.::

Ops_Corillo says:
::continues to hail the Soyana on all frequencies::

Host Lt_Onion says:
<U.S.S. Soyana> $ COM: Elara: This is the Soyana... we were caught in a plasma tendril... severe damage to most systems... we can't follow the trail... we're heading back to the station... can maintain Warp one for a while...

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: it might be just a computer error, but it worth the check..

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV:I still don't believe the Borg had anything to do with what happened here. Perhaps someone knew the Borg sphere was here, perhaps they wanted it for themselves.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::continues to monitor the long range nav sensors.::

Host CO_David says:
COMM: Soyana: Do you require assistance?

MO_O`Questra says:
::nods:: ~~~CNS: aye.. he has.. Thanks for keeping an eye on him ~~~ ::turns to the door as it opens to the bridge::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: where is the sphere now?

Host Lt_Onion says:
<U.S.S. Soyana> $ COM: Elara: ::Chuckle of pride:: We can handle it... can you take over for us? ::Sounds of sparks and sizzles in the background::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: it is problem it is my job ~~~ ::Enters the Bridge with the MO::

XO_Wall says:
::completes deflector program and computer acknowledges and actives program to bridge for use::

Host CO_David says:
COMM: Soyana: Of course.  If you need us, just give us a call.

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: It disappeared

TO_Peter says:
#::hits the console...not too hard though:: CIV: its useless, the log is completely gone, there is no chance we will get that 5 mins back

Host CO_David says:
COMM: Soyana: Elara out.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Does not think this is good, but has always wanted to pilot the badlands.::

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV/TO: Find anything?

MO_O`Questra says:
::walks behind the CTO toward the science station::

Ops_Corillo says:
::closes comm to Soyana::

Host Lt_Onion says:
<U.S.S. Soyana> $ COM: Elara: Thank you... we'll let you know. ::Sets course back for the Science Station at Warp One::

CEO-Atrides says:
::After feeding the console the data, he begins to set the parameters for the Warp Core's reprogramming::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Contact Ms. Gomes, tell them we are heading to the badlands and that we'll be out of range.

TO_Peter says:
#CSO: no...just, there is a section of log missing

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: some thing looks odd here...

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Set course for the Badlands warp 6.

Ops_Corillo says:
::opens a channel to AT::

CSO_Gomes says:
#TO: Try to recover that log

CTO_Timrok says:
:: acknowledges the MO then returns his attention to the TAC console::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::Sets a course for the bad lands.::  CO:  Course layed in sir.

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Engage.

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: they might be on the backup computer?

Ops_Corillo says:
*CSO*: Elara to AT. We are currently en route to the badlands. We will be out of comm range for a while.

CIV_Maor says:
# onion: where is the station CEO?

CSO_Gomes says:
#::helps the TO as she has some experience with computers::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye warp factor 6.  ::Engages the warp drive.::

CEO-Atrides says:
::is rewarded with a beep as the specifications are complete.:: XO: Sir, everything is finished.

TO_Peter says:
#CSO: I have tried...there is nothing left, just static

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The Elara jumps into warp once again... this time heading straight for the Badlands... soon passing the Soyana which is warping in the opposite direction.

CSO_Gomes says:
#*OPS* Understood Mr. Corrillo

MO_O`Questra says:
CTO: do you have that rotating frequency program still on your board? I need a download to a phaser control chip ::holds out her phaser::

CNS_Drift says:
::Looks at the view screen, walking over to the science station:: ~~~MO: this is not looking to good~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  ETA to the badlands is 2 minutes.

CSO_Gomes says:
#AT: We are now completely out of range from the Elara. If anything happens we need to contact the Leviathan

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: static? ::bends down and opens the panel::

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Mr. Timrok, hold all weapons fire in the badlands....I don't want to be blown up by our own phasers.

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: AT notified and acknowledgment received.

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks up at the view screen:: ~~~CNS: the Badlands.. I hope your stomach is in good shape ~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::pulls up all nav data on the badlands.::

CIV_Maor says:
#::moves a data chip who is associated with the backup computer and inserts it in the main computer:: CSO: try now

XO_Wall says:
CEO: acknowledged, I will head back up to the bridge, maintain the adjustments we just made if we encounter the Borg.

Host CO_David says:
OPS: All right.  Begin sensor sweeps of the Badlands.

CTO_Timrok says:
MO: yes of course  CO: acknowledged

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: yes but the Badlands are only part of what troubles me. I am not happy to be leaving the TO here ~~~

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye. ::begins sensor sweep of the badlands::

CSO_Gomes says:
#::nods to the CIV and tries to recover the missing logs::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Drops the Elara out of Warp 1000 meters from the badlands.  Engages impulse engines at 1/2 impulse.::

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: I'm not happy about leaving any of them there.. but they just might be safer than we are at this point ~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  We have arrived at the badlands sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
#TO: Mr Pazoski, what was the date of the missing logs?

Host CO_David says:
::opens a container of mints and pops one in his mouth, the sure sign that he is nervous::

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Slow to 1/3 impulse.  Take us in.

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The Elara drops out of warp as the Badlands fill the screen... and the vessel begins to move in... placing the crew's lives in the hands of the FCO.

Ops_Corillo says:
::continues LR and SR sensor scans of the badlands::

TO_Peter says:
#::moves away from the console and looks around, imagining what must have happened here, oblivious to the CSO question::

CEO-Atrides says:
XO: Aye sir. ::sets to work on bringing up all the remodeled systems.::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Slows to 1/3 impulse.::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: Hrm, ma'am.. come here please.. I don't seem to remember having connection 2xb1 in a federation computer...

CTO_Timrok says:
::takes the MO's phaser & replaces the appropriate chip with a "random frequency" one before offering it back to the MO::

XO_Wall says:
::enters TL:: TL: bridge

CSO_Gomes says:
#TO: Ensign?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::places the Elara on manual control.  Starts to avoid the plasma fields.::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: That is true ~~~ ::Turns and watches out the viewscreen::

MO_O`Questra says:
CTO: thanks.. ::goes back to science two and brings up the sickbay status reports.. eyeing the preparations to the cargo bays::

CIV_Maor says:
#::stand up:: CSO: take a look your self..

TO_Peter says:
#::snaps out of it:: CSO: what...oh, its the last log file...

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Anything?

Ops_Corillo says:
::maintains lateral sensor subsystems scanning for Arkonnian and Borg vessels::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::increases navigational deflectors and internal dampeners.::

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Nothing sir.

XO_Wall says:
::TL stops, enters walks back on to the bridge::

Ops_Corillo says:
::maintains lateral sensor subsystems scanning for Arkonnian and Borg vessels::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::maneuvers the Elara around the first plasma storm.::

MO_O`Questra says:
::turns to the XO:: XO: Commander Wall

CNS_Drift says:
::Offers the CTO her phaser:: CTO: Those chips would be a good idea, actually

Host CO_David says:
*All Hands*  Attention all decks.  We have entered the Badlands.  Damage control to stand-by.  All non-essential hands to emergency stations.

XO_Wall says:
::as he does he stops and looks up at the viewscreen, the badlands::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Slows to 1/4 impulse.::

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: I think I’m getting some thing.. it will be only sound.. I recovered 5 second of it..

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Shall I activate yellow alert?

CEO-Atrides says:
::while the systems continue to do the stuff they do, he sets to work on making another device. This one a pair of glasses, they give infrared sight and pin-point accuracy to the user. Hearing the CO, he sets the goggles down and brings up his engineering systems.::

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks back at the main view screen:: ~~~CNS: certainly is as beautiful as it is deadly ~~~ ::recalls the med. teams from the cargo-bays and send them to sickbay::

CTO_Timrok says:
::takes the CNS phaser whilst grinning to himself:: ALL: anybody else?

CIV_Maor says:
# <voice> i.. attack.. ::the voice ends::

TO_Peter says:
#CIV: put it on the speaker, if it still works

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Negative.

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Status of shields?

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye.

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: did you understand it?

XO_Wall says:
CO: ::nods:: sir. Borg modifications complete

CNS_Drift says:
::Smiles and Takes her Phaser back:: CTO: Thanks

CTO_Timrok says:
CO: shields are just fine sir

Host CO_David says:
XO: Good.  The Soyana was damaged and we're picking up where she left off.

TO_Peter says:
#CIV: try to clear it up a bit, I only made out two words

CNS_Drift says:
~~~ MO: yes however I really would like to stay here for as little time as possible ~~~

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Follow the Soyana's flight path, making sure to avoid the plasma tendrils.

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Sir! I'm picking up a Borg signature trail dead ahead.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.

MO_O`Questra says:
*Sickbay* : get the staff ready to return to the cargo bays on my mark.. but no personnel in there until your cleared.. bridge out

MO_O`Questra says:
CNS: aye..

CIV_Maor says:
#::tries to correct it but suddenly the data chip goes in flames::

XO_Wall says:
CO: the last time I was at the badlands I was hurled many lights years away from here in a strange part of the galaxy in a Danube class runabout

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Begins following the Soyana's flight path.::

CIV_Maor says:
#:: backs away::

Host CO_David says:
CTO: Yellow Alert.

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Set a course.

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The Elara turns to follow the Borg trail... just barely missing a plasma tendril...

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: your not helping morale sir

CIV_Maor says:
#self: my..

CTO_Timrok says:
::nods. sets yellow alert ::


Host CO_David says:
::grabs the arms of his chair then looks at the FCO::

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: might it been rigged?

TO_Peter says:
#::looks back around and then goes over to CIV Maor:: CIV: what have you done?

CEO-Atrides says:
::hums Yankee Doodle for no reason as he works, monitoring the power of the systems.::

Ops_Corillo says:
::runs a level 4 diagnostic on all ops systems::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::adjusts heading and keeps a watch over the plasma fields.::

Host CO_David says:
XO: Yes I know.  I'm afraid we might not be coming out of this one.

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The ship begins to shake a little.

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: i think the data chip was rigged.. ::cleans his hands::

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Report!

Ops_Corillo says:
::runs level 5 diagnostics on all lifeboats::

XO_Wall says:
CO: ::chuckles:: it was a special anomaly that was caused by the Cardassian Experiment if I remember correctly, I don’t think we have to worry about that happening

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::maneuvers the Elara to avoid the tendrils.::

TO_Peter says:
#CIV: anyway, its useless now

CNS_Drift says:
::Smiles:: CO,XO: I would like to think that we have some faith in our abilities

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: All systems nominal sir.

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The shaking increases.

Host CO_David says:
:;smiles:: CNS: So would I.


Host CO_David says:
OPS: Then what is that shaking?

CEO-Atrides says:
::Locks down his weapons, numbering ten, onto special devices and holds on for the ride. Grits his teeth as a PADD hits him but continues to monitor the power.::

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: A gravity well maybe. It has an entire 360 degree pattern.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::increases internal dampeners.::

XO_Wall says:
::goes and sits in his chairs to hold on::

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: It is pushing the plasma away from it.

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: Suddenly... on the station, three armed men in black armor, holding what appears to be Jem'Hadar weapons beam in.

MO_O`Questra says:
::grabs the edge of the console and bends knees to ride the shaking deck plates:: 

CNS_Drift says:
::stumbles a bit and holds on to the science station for balance::

Host Lt_Onion says:
# ::Turns and draws his weapon:: What th-- ?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::maintains course sill trying to avoid the plasma fields.::

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The three men shoot the security officers and Onion... while one stuns the TO, and grabs him.

CIV_Maor says:
#TO: we need to know the access log to this terminal.. and if I suggest right we should see that no one touched it- there for it was changed...

TO_Peter says:
#::gets hit and falls down::

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: Five of the Elara sec. officers duck and roll, and kill one of the three armed men.

CSO_Gomes says:
#::fires at the man who grabbed the TO:: TO: Let him go!

XO_Wall says:
CO: BTW do we have any Danube Class runabouts onboard the Elara?

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: The two living armed men beam out with the TO, the dead body of the third is left behind.

TO_Peter says:
#::slumps unconscious::

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
*CEO*  Can we get more power to the navigational deflectors?

Host CO_David says:
XO: I don't believe so.

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: Everyone else is ok, some are conscious, others are out.

CEO-Atrides says:
*FCO*: Will try. Diverting excess power to the deflectors. Tell me if it helps.

CSO_Gomes says:
#::watches as they beam out Self: No...

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the Elara comes out of the plasma fields... into a clearing of space within the Badlands.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
*CEO*  Seems to be helping for now.  I'll keep you posted.

CIV_Maor says:
#::walks to the dead body::

CEO-Atrides says:
::begins to draw any excess power from all the systems to the Deflectors. Then, taking a core he set up for OPS last mission, he sends it to the Deflectors as well.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Sir we have entered a clearing in the badlands.

MO_O`Questra says:
::breathe a sigh of relief as the shaking stops and the storms seemed to have moved around the ship::

XO_Wall says:
::notices the clear space on the viewscreen::

Host Lt_Onion says:
ACTION: On the viewscreen... a planet is before them.

Host CO_David says:
::looks at the viewscreen:: XO: Remind me to tell you the time I flipped a runabout upside down...

CSO_Gomes says:
#::takes out a tricorder and scans the dead man to find who or what he is::

CTO_Timrok says:
::runs intensive scans of this clear section of space::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: I'm glad that is over ~~~

Host CO_David says:
OPS: Full scan Mr. Corillo.

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: if I’m not mistaken this man belongs to the.. ::shakes his head:: it can't be..

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: so am I.. ::eyes the planet on the screen:: hmm perhaps I spoke too soon ~~~

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Sir should I place us in orbit?

XO_Wall says:
CO: ::grins:: ok

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: Aye sir. ::begins full scan of the planet::

CSO_Gomes says:
#CIV: What can't be?

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::looks at the navigational display.::

CNS_Drift says:
~~~MO: I am sure we will see soon enough ~~~

Host CO_David says:
FCO: Not yet.  Begin circling the perimeter at 10,000meters.

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  Aye sir.

CEO-Atrides says:
*XO*: Sir, we suffered no power loss during the trip. All systems are at optimal efficiency.

MO_O`Questra says:
::readjust her uniform and phaser looking at the sickbay readouts:: ~~~CNS: aye.. soon indeed ~~~

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: never mind..

XO_Wall says:
*CEO*: acknowledged

FCO_Talac_Zal says:
::Keeps the Elara in a 10,000 meter circle around the planet.::

CIV_Maor says:
#CSO: now what?

MO_O`Questra says:
XO: minor injuries reported and sea-sickness reported in sickbay

Ops_Corillo says:
CO: This is a type M planet. It is called Evermor. It is a known Maquis colony. According to the LCARS the Maquis here were slaughtered by the D'vor.

Host Lt_Onion says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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